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bitmenu was a start-up company looking to provide the bourgeoning 

podcast producers a way to charge their audience small amounts of 

money per episode. At the time of its inception, (and long before 

Patreon existed) there were no credible ways that amateur producers 

could do this. 

The company contacted me after seeing my gruntmedia work and 

asked me to work with them as Design Director. Given that I was 

seeking exactly such a service, I was enthusiastic to get it launched (I 

did not want to generate revenue from advertising). Since I also had 

experience in other fields, such as branding and UX, it was a good fit. 

My initial work was in branding. I led a number of brainstorms that 

resulted in our coming up with the name bitmenu, that had the added 

bonus of having the .com domain available. From there I designed the 

logo and the identity guidelines. 

My subsequent work was developing the user flows and initial screen 

design concepts, the documentation of which follows. 
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Branding and identity samples. The colored squares could act like a brand symbol 

when screen space was constrained, hence the bifurcating line between them and 

the wordmark in the formal logo, giving a hint that the logo is made up of two 

distinct parts that can act both alone or together.
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Elevator pitch “deck” that I made so our executive team could flick through it via the Photos app 

on the iPhone, as it was the simplest and fastest way to share the top-level ideas behind the 

company.
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Early analysis of services that 

touched upon certain aspects of what 

we were planning to build.



Rule

Defined conditions of selling content set by the seller.

• Each rule has a unique bitmenu Rule_ID

• Note - The following rule nomenclature is not to be considered final:

RULE NAME RULE_ID DESCRIPTION TOKEN

AUTO_SINGLE_DOWNLOAD TBD All items are the same price SUT

SINGLE_DOWNLOAD TBD Items can have different prices SUT

TIME_SUBSCRIPTION TBD Creates order per regular schedule MUT

ENCLOSURE_SUBSCRIPTION TBD
Creates order per discreet offer 
acceptance 

MUT

AUTO_INCREMENT_ARCHIVE TBD
Archive price that increases as content  
count increases

?

STATIC_PRICE_ARCHIVE TBD
Archive price that remains constant 
despite content count increases

?

STATIC_CONTENT_ARCHIVE TBD Archive tems can have different prices ?

PUNCH_CARD TBD
Special offers based on previous 
purchases (i.e. “Buy 10, Get 1 Fee”)

?

User

Two types of users:

• Buyers (consumers)

• Sellers (typically publishers)

Offer

A sales contract which is always an association of a rule with a feed.

• A buyer accepts an offer to buy a subscription to the New Yorker

• This subscription is a rule (TIME_SUBSCRIPTION) associated with the feed from which 

the New Yoker Magazine property is comprised.

Order

An transaction request from bitmenu encapsulating the acceptance of an offer from a 

buyer:

• An order exisits before the financial transaction has been cleared

• Each order maps to a token

Token

Objects generated by Amazon FPS as response to an order:

• Many tokens are utilized during the course of an order, representing the order owner 

(bitmenu), the seller (publisher) and the buyer (customer), as well as the status of 

the authorization (accepted, rejected, etc.)

• A token can be Single Use (SUT) or Multi Use (MUT)

• A purchase is charged against a token when bitmenu delivers the content of all (SUT) or 

part (MUT) of an order

Architecture Terminology v01

Publisher

A legal seller of various content properties.

Property

A differentiated product of the publisher:

• The New Yorker is a property of Conde Nast

• videogrunt is a property of gruntmedia

• Sermon 7/29/08 is a property of The New Good Church

• AKA magazine, book, series, album, artist

Content
 

A media file containing an individual instantiation of a property:

• CNNYKR20080714_37.pdf

• videogrunt_002.m4V

• TNGC20080729_sermon.mp3

• AKA item, episode, issue, program

Enclosure

A line of XML that defines the rendering for an individual instantiation of content.

• Each enclosure has a unique bitmenu Enclosure_ID

Feed

An RSS feed created by bitmenu:

• A collection of enclosures typically associated with a property

• Flexible to accommodate custom combinations of enclosures

• Flexible to accommodate nesting of other feeds

• Each bitmenu feed has a unique Feed_ID

Token

Somebody important once said something like ‘seize the language first before trying to conquer.’ As we were inventing a 

new service, I felt it was important to get the team aligned internally on what words we will use for what functions, and 

then stay consistent with that all the way to the UI. Because someone else important once said that ‘words are the UI’ and 

I totally agree with that sentiment.
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Working out the process flows via whiteboard, paper prototyping and eventually 

formal flowcharts. I was super happy our engineer wanted to do the last part. B
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Early wireframes. When architecting a new UI, I like to start to mix some hints of UI elements in early, 

sometimes writing a paragraph in place that describes the function of what will eventually be 

represented by a single button. By color-coding different function classes, it also helps inform a possible 

color scheme to be used in the final design.

05- FPS RETURN - NO COOKIE

Welcome back to bitmenu. 
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New to
Us?

Greeting back

The email address we have for you is listed below. 

Please check that this is correct, if it!s good, leave it 

alone - change it if it!s not.

After you click Continue, please check your email for a 

confirmation from us and reply to it. Check yer junk 

mail.

Assure of first-time

Timeout warning

To complete this first-time order, and for your security 

we need to confirm your email address.

PLEASE NOTE THAT YOUR ORDER WILL EXPIRE IF 

THIS PROCESS IS NOT COMPLETED IN TWO HOURS. 

Your amazon account will not be charged.

HD Soaring Archive for $1
Kempton Izuno Productions

Offer terms: One-time charge through Amazon Payments for permanent 
access to all items in the archive. Current archive = 15 video programs

<< Property >>

<< Publisher >>

<< Type >> << Price >>

YOUR ORDER

...is almost ready for delivery. 

Email reflect

start 120 min clock

CONTINUE

06

CANCEL

The email address we have for you is listed below. 

Please check that this is correct, if it!s good, leave it 

alone - change it if it!s not.

After you click Continue, please check your email for a 

confirmation from us and reply to it. Check yer junk 

mail.

99
CANCEL

joe_bologna@lunch.com

Note that your email address for bitmenu can be 

different that your address for amazon.com - no 

problem.

Enter your email address

Email entry 

02A email syntax bad - re-renter

02B no email entered

Confirm your email address

02C email syntax bad - re-renter

02D no email entered

de-populate second field - 

keep first field editable

02F Lookup problem?

It!s bad -> 06A

06A

SEND EMAIL 
CONFIRM

02D no email entered

02E emails do not match
de-populate second field - 

keep first field editable

YOU CLICKED IT - WE!RE WORKING ON IT  

01 - OFFER PAGE - NO 
COOKIE

Enter your email address

Thank you for your order request.

bitmenu will act as your online media acquisition agent 

for Kempton Izuno Productions.
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New to
Us?

Offer title

Offer terms 

HD Soaring Archive for $1
Kempton Izuno Productions

Greeting

Offer terms: One-time charge through Amazon Payments for permanent 
access to all items in the archive. Current archive = 15 video programs

<< Property >>

<< Publisher >>

<< Type >> << Price >>

Email entry 

YOUR ORDER

To identify and track your order, please enter your email addressUser context 

powered by:

02A email syntax bad - re-renter

02B no email entered

Confirm your email address
02C email syntax bad - re-renter

02D no email entered

02E emails do not match

“temporary” cookie installed

de-populate second field - 

keep first field editable

02F Lookup problem?

CONTINUE

02
A. email syntax is incorrect

B. no email entered

C. email syntax is incorrect

D. no email entered

E. email does not match

F. domain is not valid via 
Lookup

CANCEL

90
CANCEL

For your convenience and security, your payment will be processed by the 

amazon.com payment system. Once you have successfully completed your transaction 

you will have immediate access to your purchase. 

If you don!t have have an existing amazon.com account, you will be asked to create 

one to complete your order.

30 min. clock

cookie installed
cookie installed

de-populate second field - 

keep first field editable

if account, 

track under 

said account

multiple 

email set-up 

in BAM?

30 min. clock

if account, 

track under 

said account

multiple 

email set-up 

in BAM?

01B - OFFER PAGE - WITH COOKIE

CONTINUE
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New to
Us?

Offer title

Offer terms 

HD Soaring Archive for $1
Kempton Izuno Productions

Greeting

Offer terms: One-time charge through Amazon Payments for permanent 
access to all items in the archive. Current archive = 15 video programs

<< Property >>

<< Publisher >>

<< Type >> << Price >>

CANCEL

YOUR ORDER

powered by:

For your convenience and security, your payment will be processed by the 
amazon.com payment system. Once you have successfully completed your transaction 
you will have immediate access to your purchase. 

cookie installed

Hello Joe, thanks for your orderUser 

identify

Not Joe? Click here. 03
USER RECONCILE

bitmenu is ready to process your purchase from 

Kempton Izuno Productions. Please confirm your order:
- reset cookie
- go to 01A

CONTINUE

99

CANCEL

90
CANCEL

start

30 min. clock

cookie installed
cookie installed

FPS
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First step in refining what a UI 

might begin to look like, but 

still more of a wireframe that 

a design. Very wordy at this 

stage, but I want to document 

the sentiments and tone I feel 

should be reflected in the UI. 

This mock shows a full-page 

overlay over a publisher’s 

website that would bring up 

bitmenu, assuming the user 

followed a CTA to purchase 

some media asset.
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A pass on what a new user 

guide might feel like.  

The screens I mocked up 

were rather small, and the 

iPhone was less than a 

year old, and responsive 

web technologies hadn’t 

been invented yet. But I 

thought it would we a good 

idea to make sure that all I 

wanted my screens to do 

could fit on a mobile 

screen. Later I heard about 

the “mobile first” strategy 

being used, and thought it 

did make sense depending 

on the product being built. B
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Early wireframe of a page 

within the user UI that 

manages a property (in 

this case a print magazine 

via PDF).
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Mockups of a full-screen 

webpage, moving closer to 

an actual UI and design 

language.
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Sadly, bitmenu fell victim to the many venture funding difficulties that occurred on the heels 

of the 2008 mortgage crisis. Happily, a few years later, the value of the name and the .com 

domain became significant.
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